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ABSTWCT

Results of the research efforts of
che Ship Structure Committee from the
past decade are presented. Particular
attention is given to the contributions
made bv this research to achievine the
broad ~oals of the Ship Structure” Com-
T.ictee: Design Methods, Verifications ,
Load Criteria, Materials Criteria, Fab-
rication Advanced Concepts , Information
Xetrieval and Dissemination. and the
Teaching of Waval Architecture.

lNTRODL’CTIOY

The Ship Structure Committee is an
interagency government body whose lon?,-
tern objective is to improve the struc-
tures of shies. Pre”ious DaDers deal-
ing with the’progress of the Ship
Structure Counnittee’s research program
describe the early goals of the effort.
(1) (2)@ In the oape% by Wright,
Jonassen. and Acl-er in 1952 (1) an ex-
cellent summary on the subject’ of the
Committee’ s goals was given:

“Si”ce it is not known whether
present requirements and practices
are sufficient to pre”ent cracking,
a large portion of the research
program sponsored by the Ship
Structure Committee will continue
to be directed toward solution of
the ship fracture problem. Once
this problem is clearly solved,
the research activity of the Ship
Structure Committee is expected to
be directed toward improving the
general structural effectiveness
of the ship ‘s hull and in reducing
building and operating costs.“

1“ commenting on that paper regarding
anticipated work for the future, the
Secretary of Treasury, The Honorable
John W. Snyder, said:

~ Bracketed numbers indicate refer-
ences listed at the end of the
paper.

“This program holds great promise
when we consider the recognized
value of maintaining an adequate
a“d efficient merchant marine.
Likewise, the design and co”struc -
ticm of such “essels must contrib-
ute to the “ever-ending effort of
enhancing the safety of lives at
sea.”

These statements in general accurately
re~resent the current objectives of the
Ship Structure Committee and an active,
comprehensive research program contin-
ues

The early efforts of the Ship
Structure Cmmuittee concentrated on
ship fracture and the ship structures
community eventually had cause to
believe that this problem was solved.
t.!anysubsequent research efforts were
directed into other areas to try to
keep technology ahead of practice; or,
as is so often the actual case, to try
to keeD technology as close behind prac-
tice as possible. Thus , the community
was just as surprised when the large
integrated tug/baxge M.v. MARTHAR. IrwwM
broke in two in 1972, as it had been
when the S. s. SCHENECTADYbroke in two
while lying at the builder’s dock in
1943. This was dramatic proof that a
definite need still existed for contin-
ued ship fracture work and that research
should continue in the structures field
so long as new practices in ship design,
construction and operation continue to
manifest themselves. Figure (1)

Continued research is needed to be
prepared for such events as indicated
abo”e and also to anticipate the ship
building and design requirements for che
future. The significance of continued
research in reducing shipbuilding costs ,
for example, can be seen if one consid-
ers constructing the very large tankers
of today with the technology of as
little as fifteen years ago. A 390,000
dwt tanker built to 1957 ABS rules would
require a deck and bottom shell plating
thickness of 3-3/4 inches of mild steel;
today’s rules require a l-inch thickness
of higher stren~th steel. The
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1943 1972

Fig. 1 - ‘Jithout Warning .... S.S. SCHEWC?ADY
Tug-Barge M.V. MARTHAR. INGRAM.

MAYHAT?AN built in 1957 with 1-1/2 inch
plating and 1-1/2 inch doublers would,
under today qs Rules , require only 1-114
inch plating, on the average.

Today, as this interagency research
effort continues in all facets of ship
structure, its activity is updated every
two years as required by government
regulations At that time the objec-
tives of the Committee are reassessed.
The present specific objective of the
Committee in its effort to impro”e the
structures of ships is :

“The objective of the Ship Struc-
ture Committee research and devel-
opment program is to provide infor-
mation which will assist the U.S.
shipbuilding industry in designing
and building safer, more cost
effective ! and more easily main-
tained ship structures by exploit-
ing existing and potential compet-
itive advantage through the
advancement of technology. ”

In addition to this continued government
endorsement of the Committee’s activi-
ties the agencies involved have contin-
ued to provide financial support de-
spite ever increasing pressure to cut
existing programs of long standing.
This financial support has continued
because the results of this research
ha”e been effecti”e; they have sa”ed
money; they have reduced losses ; and
they have enhanced the safety of life
and property at sea.. In addition to
being effective, research carried out
in this manner is very economical.
This may well be the best research
bargain any one of the participating
agencies sponsor. First, they get the
benefit of one another’s financial
contributions , a significant leverage
factor of itself and. second. there is
a wealth of technolo~ical taient which
is contributed to the program at no
direct cost whatscm”er. The depth and
breadth of this talent cannot be

and Barge 10S 3301 of the Integrated

matched anywhere
Participants include many members

of the Hull Structure Committee of the
Society of Na”al Architects and Marine
Engineers members of the Shi~ Struc-
t“~e Subc&mnittee, the Ship Research
Committee , the liaison agencies , the
researchers thernsel”es, and particu-
larly the Ship Structure Committee.

In 1967, a paper was presented at
the SNAME Annual Fall ~eeting, giving
the salient results of the first two
decades of Ship Structure Committee
research. The research efforts of the
Ship Structure Committee i“ the past
decade are presented in the next
section of this paper. When taken to-
gether with the “20-year paper” (2) the
full 30-year record of the Committee’s
achievements can be reviewed.

THE SHIP STRUCTURJI COMIYITTEE‘S HSSEARCH
PROGRAN

One of the goals stated in 1967
was to de”elop the basis for a rational
str”ct”ral design which would permit the
design of faster, larger and more com-
plex ships than o“r experience oriented
design base would then permit. A
rational approach requires the charac-
terization of the real loads that a
ship experiences in ser”ice so design
loads c& be specified that more truly
reflect the real world. It is then
necessary to apply these loads to math-
ematical models of the ship that respond
in a fashion more akin to the real shin
than present practice achie”es Finall~,
the design detail problems of fracture
a“oidance, margins of safety, and econ-
omic and effective distribution of
structure must be solved. To .achie”e
this rational approach, the Ship Struc-
ture Committee has adopted a series of
goals to pursue in meeting the broad

objectives discussed in the Introduction.
These goals are flexible and can be mod-
ified to meet the existing needs of the .
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maritime industry. The present goals
are:

1. Design Methods: To develop im-
proved aesign/analysis methods both by
improving existing procedures and devel-
oping new techniques.

2“. Verification: To verify design
methods by coordinated full-scale test-
ing, model testing, and theoretical
analysis.

3. Load Criteria: To develop
improve~la.

4. Materials Criteria: To develop
improve?i criteria for the application of
ship building materials systems and to
establish methods for material selection
within the design process.

5. Fabrication : To develop improved
techniques and guidance for ship erec-
tion and construction, including im-
proved test techniques.

6. Advanced Concepts: To identify
structural problems of advanced ship
design concepts and to address solutions
to these problems.

7. Information Retrieval and Dissem-
ination: To improve the means of re-
trieving information and disseminating
the results of research to those con-–
cerned with modern ship hull structural
problems.

8. Education: To promote the teach-
ing of structural naval architecture i“
the United States.

The Ship Structure Committee’s
research program which is responsive to
these goals will be presented in three
major areas: Loads, Structural Response,
and Special Application. Any one pro-
ject in the program may easily contribute
to more than one goal.

The first technological area, Loads,
includes discussions of data from ships
in service, model testing, and theoret-
ical studies; how these methods of
determining loads are correlated with
each other and used for lifetime loading
predictions of ships in service; and
considerations of cyclic loading on ship
etructure producing fatigue.

The second area, Structural Re-
sponse, includes discussions on hull
flexibility, ultimate strength of the
hull girder, fracture, and problems of
fabrication and quality control.

The final area. SDecial ADulica-
tions, includes dis&&ions of”material

applications such as high- strength
steel, aluminum, glass-reinforced plas-
tics; special vessels, such as catama-
rans, liquefied natural gas carriers,
independent tanks; and design techniques
using specialized forms of construction.

Loads

Most Naval Architects are keenly
aware of the empirical foundation for
much of our ship structure technology
through the middle 1950s. Past satis-
factory Performance of similar shiDs in
simila~ ~ervice provided the guide’ in
selecting scantlings The test of
historical acceptability, whether by
designers’ files. classification societv
rule;, or other Sources, could only be “
used as long as the governing para-
meters remained essentially unchanged.
The painstakingly accumulated empirical
data was not satisfactory for developing
scantling standards for the larger
vessels which came on the scene in the
late 1950s. The practical consider-
ations of conducting a rigorous analysis
of the complex ship structure were also
limitinx. However. the advent of the
modern ~igh-speed c&puter provided” a
tool that could be used efficiently in
the processing of the large volumes of
data reauired for the analvsis. The
potentidl of being able ev~n to contem-
plate such analysis pointed up the fact
that better, more rigorous definitions
of the loading patterns of ships would
have to be developed and understood.

In order to achieve a better under-
standing of loads as they are applied
to the ships ‘ structure, investigations
have been carried out to obtain data
from operating ships and model tests.
In addition, preliminary correlation
studies have been made with scale
models and full-scale results as com-
pared with theory and computer
simulations.

Data from ships in service. The
earliest Ship Structure Committee
effort in achieving a better under-
standing of the loads experienced by
ships in service was the long-term pro-
ject “Ship Response Statistics. ”
Initiated in 1959, this project ob-
tained statistical records of longitu-
dinal bending moments experienced by
various types of ships operating on
different trade routes. Emphasis was
placed on extreme bending moment
values.

Although substantial results were
published before 1967 and commented on
in Ship Structure Committee Report SSC-
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182, (1”)a brief recap shows that four
ships were inst?nment ed. The first
ship was the HOOSIRRSTATE. Later, the
WOLVZRIMEszmm, a sister ship, was in-
strumented to verify that the ~eaSure-
nmnts taken on one of a class would be
similar for all ships of the class.
The MORMACSAN,with machinery amidships ,
was instrumented in order to determine
the effect of machinery location.
Finally, since the first three ships all
pIied Atlantic trade routes, the
CALIFORNIABEAR, which operated in the
Pacific between the weste~ IJnited
States and the Orient, was in~tr~mented
and reported in SSC-181. Data conden-
sations from eleven voyages of the
WOL’VZRI?iESTATE and five voyages of the
MO,WACSAN are for a total of 6,528 hours
of operation for both ships. The maxi-
mum peak-to-trough stresses for each sea
state are shown in Figures (2) and (3),
where each dot corresponds to the re-
duced data from a half-hour represent-
ative record of four hours of ship
operation and each x represents the cal-
culated average values for a given sea
state. An examination of these figures
show that e“en in a high sea state
corresponding to 11 on the Beaufort wind
scale, relatively low peak-to-trough
stresses of about 7 Kpsi were recorded.
A plot of all the averaged maximum peak-
to-trough stresses versus sea state are
shown in Figure (4). This is an aver-
aged plot of all voyages and includes
data from different routes and seasons
for each ship. The variation because
of route and season is indicated by
Figure (5) for the WOLVERIKESTATE only.

The results of the instrumentation
program on the four-ship series led in
1968 to the design and installation of a
somewhat expanded instrumentation pack-
age on the containership BOSTON,a con-
verted near-sister ship to the WOL?ZRINE
STATE. Additionally, acceleration and
motion data were recorded. An effort
was made to install the instrumentation
in locations to provide similar data to
the WOLVERINESTATE (SSC-212, 214) . Fig,
ure (6) compares the maximum peak-to-
trough”stresses versus sea state between
the wOLVERIJJESTATE and BOS?ON and shows the
effects of large deck openings and
reduced section modulus.

One difficulty encountered in this
program was in obtaining reliable sea
state information. At first, only
human observations were used. Later in

71 ) SSC Reports issued after SSC-172 are
listed in Appendix 1. A list of reports
issued prior to SSC-182 is included in
that report and in reference 2.

the program, an attempt was made to
obtain better data using a Tucker wave
meter. The comparison was poor, and
the need for an acceptably precise, yet
reliable, recorder of the sea surface
profile became pressing.

Expendable wave buoys were used in
an attempt to gather the sea surface
information in a more definitive
fashion. Although some sea state data
were collected, the speed of the ship
permitted only 20 minutes of recording
before signal strength was lost from
the deployed buoy. This was costly
and only a few runs were actually made.

In another attempt to obtain re-
liable sea surface data a microwave
radar has been developed and placed in
use on the highspe;mv~-7 containership
SEA-LANDMeLEAN. , since the
radar is mounted on the moving ship, the
problem of reducing the raw data from
the radar is not a trivial task. It is
possible that the supporting data re-
corded to orovide the SUDDlenentar~
information; such as &cei&rations ‘to
describe the ship motions may not be the
best for the intended purpose, but it is
armarent that a reliable recordinz de-
v~~e is available for recording s~a
surface information and long-term
records. At the same time, records
were also made using Tucker wave meter
and human observation so that correla-
tions, if they are possible! can be
obtained. This would posslbly improve
the quality of the data developed in
earlier programs. A current project is
attempting to reduce the data from the
radar and de”elop correlations with
Tucker meter and human observation.

The most comprehensive coordinated
surface ship load and response analysis
research program ever undertaken is the
multi-element program on the S1.-7
container ships. This jointly-funded
program, sponsored by the Ship Structure
Committee, the American Bureau of Ship-
ping, and Sea-Land Services, Inc. ,
really should be viewed as a natural
continuation of the earlier Ship Struc-
ture Committee efforts in defining ship
load and response analysis as it con-
tains the following elements;

1. Full-scale measurements onboard
the SEA-LAUDMoLEANand the reduction and
analysis of that data. A complete
discussion of the instrumentation pack-
age was reported in SSC-238. Addi-
tional reports will be forthcoming.

2. Structural model tests of the
SL- 7 sponsored by the American Bm_eau of
Shipping and conducted at the University
of California at Berkeley. (To be
published) .

3. Finite element analysis of the
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Fig. 2 - Maximum Peak-to-Trough Stress
Vs . Sea State S.S. WOLVZRINES1’ATE.

Fig. 3 - Maximum Peak-to-Trough Stress
vs. Sea State S. S. MO.QMACSC.4N.

Fig. 4 - Average Plot of Maxim peak-
to-Trough Stress vs, Beaufort
Sea State, 3 Ships.
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Fig. 5 - Average Plot of Maxim~ peak-
to-Trough Stress vs, BeaufOrt
Sea State, s.S. WOLVERINESTA1’B

Fig. 6 - Vertical Longitudinal Bending Stress Comparison -
S.S. BOSTON and S.S. WOLVERINESTATE.
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SL-7 by the American Bureau of Shipping
using the DAISY program (SSC-243) .

4. Towing tank model tests to deter-
mine bending and shear loads (SSC-239) .

5. Theoretical hydrod namic analysis
x“using the SSC-sponsored s 1P response

program SCORES (SSC-246) .

In order to develop the program, it
was necessary to review past efforts and
to select the most promising approaches
for both collecting the data and then
developing the plan to use that data.
The development of the overal 1 program
will soon be published as a separate
report. Individual components are
examined in greater detail in the
various sections of this paper. The
reader is asked to keep in mind the
overall coordination of the program as
he reads a description of some single
project. The overall goal is to either
develop or provide supporting evidence
for rational design methods for ships.

The Ship Structure Commit tee ship
instrumentation projects have been in
the forefront in developing full-scale
shipboard instrumentation technology.
his has been put to use by other orga-
nizations, including the sponsors of the
Ship Structure Connnittee in independent
efforts of their own. lle tanker loads
program of the American Bureau of Ship-
ping, Coast Guard-supported studies on
Great Lakes ore carriers f and a proposed
joint U.S.A.-U.S.S.R. ship loads re-
sponse program to be administered by the
Maritime Administration have benefited
from the technology developed under the
auspices of the Ship Structure Committee.

lle Ship Structure Committee recog-
nized the need not only for developing a
better understanding of the various
loading phenomena, but also for at least
developing some insight into the types
of damage sustained by ships regardless
of load source. A structural damage
survey of ships in service, conducted
in 1970, describes ship structural
failures by type, frequency, and loca-
tion. The hope was to improve strue-
tural reliability by discerning any
meaningful trend and then concentrating
some effort on a cure. The results are
published as SSC-220. In developing
the survey, only post-1955 ships were
examined so that the results would not
be biased by failures that could have
been influenced by the brittle fractures
of the steels used prior to that time.
Casualty data were obtained from the U.S.
Coast Guard, Maritime Administration,
and Military Sealift Command files.
Often American Bureau of Shipping, U.S.
Salvage Association, and Salvage Associ-
ation of London reports were part of the
agency files and provided much of the
detailed information. The limitations
of each reporting system were considered,

and a suitable format was selected for
uniformly collecting the data. In the
end, 824 cases from 146 ships over~~
15-year period were considered.
results, indicated that the cost of
damage was not available in the records,
and frequency alone is not a reliable
indicator of cost. The survey did
point out the need for a uniform system
for collecting failure data. The “
Coast Guard undertook the development
of this system with its Merchant Vessel
Inspection Information System.

Data from Model Testing. The
availabilityy or u l-scale results from
the ship instrumentation programs has
made it possible to explore more fully
the strengths and weaknesses of model
testing in developing adequate designs.

In 1960, the Ship Structure Couunit-
tee initiated a study using ship-model
tests to investigate hull bending mo-
ments developed in regular and irregu-
lar seas and with variation in loading
distributions. The results of these
earlier studies involving a Mariner
class cargo ship (with variation in
freeboard) , a destroyer, and a tanker
were reported in SSC-155, 156, and 157.
A principal conclusion of these early
studies was that no dramatic upper limit
of wave bending moments at amidships
should be expected as ratio of wave
height to wave length increases to about
1:9. This added credence to determin-
ing design wave bending moments on the
basis of statistical analysis of ocean
waves. The conclusion was valid within
practical operational and design limits
but was applicable only for midship
bending moments. ‘lhenext phase of
study (SSC-163) examined longitudinal
distribution of bending moments in
regular waves of extreme steepness. The
results for a Mariner class cargo ship
showed that designers’ practice of con-
centrating on midship bending moment in
design studies is justified because the
❑aximum moment occurred in the midship
half length.

The Mariner model was ;~te te~ted
in high irregular waves.
bending moment energy spectra were com-
puted (from the time history of wave
bending moments and wave elevations )
and used to derive equivalent regular-
wave bending moment ‘response operators!’
These were shown to be in reasonable
agreement with response results obtained
from model tests in regular waves.
This agreement reinforced confidence in
the procedure of using “response oper-
ators” from regular wave tests to pre-
dict bending moment response of a ship
in a real seaway having a known energy
spectrum.

Having achieved the regular-to-
irregular seas model data correlation,
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the next phase was to determine satis-
factory correlation of model and full-
scale ship bending moment responses.
SSC-201 and 202 report the results of
tbe model wave bending moment for the
WOLVERINESTATE and the CALIFORNIABEAR that
are in the model-ship correlation dis-
cussed in the section on Correlation
Studies. The model data indicated that
peak moments tend to occur at a constant
value of wave length/ ship length and
that Desk vertical moment occurs in head
seas,”while peak lateral moment occurs
in bow or quartering seas.

AS the full-scale studies spread to
the converted cargo to containership
BOSTON, plans were being made to model
test the BOSTON to not only develop mid-
ship bending moments, but more specifi-
cally, to determine torsional moments
and lateral sheer loads. However, the
advent of the SL-7 containership program
prompted a dramatic change in modeling
from the 522 foot converted transverse-
ly-framed cargo ship to the 946 foot
longitudinally- framed container ship.
The model tests were carried out in
advance of the full-scale test program
(SSC-239) . l%is test was conducted
while the full-scale SL-7 was still
under construction, so owner anticipated
loading conditions had to be developed.
The magnitudes and trends for both ver-
tical and lateral moments fall verv
much in line with prior tests. fie
lateral and torsional reactions are re-
lated more directly to roll amplitude
than to rudder deflection. Addition.
ally, the highest of those values were
obtained in a wave of about one-third
of the ship length.

Data from Theoretical Studies. In
1966 & nrozram wae bezun to assemble the
various’ ma~hematical =quations that
would adequately describe the stru~ural
response of a ship in a seaway.
particular interest was the development
of commuter simulations in order to com-
press ihe time element in obtaining
statistical data. The emphasis was to
be on determination of hull girder bend-
ing moment response of a ship for given
wave conditions. Consideration was to
be given to both slowly varying bending
moments induced by waves as well as to
the slam-induced bending moments.

The first phase of this work was
devoted to a survey of the mathematical
models available with emphasis on the
slowly varying wave- induced bending
moment. ~is emphasis was placed in
order to compare results with the
hULVERIiVES!T..w data. In SSC-193 theoret-
ical predictions were made for the wave-
induced bending moment and slam-induced
moments, Ship motions were determined
using a “strip theory” approach. .(3)
The equations for the wave- induced bend-
ing moment and slam-induced bending

moment were developed. However, it was
determined that spectral analysis would
be required for the latter and this was
then held in abeyance. Figure (7 shows
a typical comparison of theoretics 1
wave bending values computed by hand
calculation with the experimental data
from the l/96-scale model of the
WOLVERIJZSTATE.

..,”.”1..mar,
v.,,.,m,,,,-1.0.

_—
. -Umnl ,.-1..“.)

A
.... ...
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,., ,.. ,.,

AIL, Wavelength/Ship Length

Fig. 7 - Comparison of Theory and Exper-
iment, Vertical Bending Moment,
B=1500

The second ~hase of the effort con-
verted the equations described in SSC-
193 into a suitable computer program.
The results are reported in sSC-197 and
include comparisons with model tests of
the WOL1’ZRINESTATEand the uSS ESSEX.
Typical computer results for wave-
induced bending moment are shown in
Figure (8). The computed values have
good agreement with available experi-
mental data except for the shorter wave
lengths where the ratio of wave length
to ship length was equal to or less
than .5, and strip theory assumptions
are not valid. Allowing for the pre-

,5,000 “Bn,,c,,,,ND,HC~w,,
w.”.,,,,,7,,.
..,6m..8.150.

— ,“..,”
c . ,m,m,m”.

L v
,., ,., >.,

A/L, Wavelength/Ship Length

Fig. 8 - Comparison of Theory and Exper-
iment, Vertical Bending Moment,
&1500.
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liminary nature of the work, the capa-
bilities of existing computers were
satisfactory for the computation.

The third Dhase of this effort was
the development” of a simulation program.
These efforts were reported in SSC-229
and 230, which describe both the anal-
ysis techniques and results. The anal-
ytical method developed into a computer
program called SCORSS provides for de-
termination of conventional ship
motions and the wave-induced moments in
a seaway. Modifications using spread-
ing factors were developed to provide
satisfactory results for short-crested
seas. The ship can be mathematically
mode led on any heading in either regu-
lar or irregular seas for both long-
and short-crested waves. Strip theory
is used and a Lewis-form shape assumed
for each hull cross-section in order to
calculate hydrodynamic added mass and
damping forces in vertical, lateral,
and rolling oscillation modes. The
coupled equations of motion are linear
and superposition is used for the
statistical response in irregular seas.

The three primary hull loadings,
vertical and lateral bending, and tor-
sional moments, in addition to shear
f0rcef3, can be determined at any point
along the length. The program, when
run for a ship at two speeds, seven
headings, twenty-one wave frequencies,
and five sea states, takes only 50
seconds of processing tine on a CDC
6600 computer.

The SCORIS program has received
wide acceptance. It has been modified
since the original version was pub-
lished in the SSC series. Tvuical
results compared with model r&~ults for
the WOLVERINESTATE are shown in Figure
(9).

Fig. 9 - Midship Wave Bending Moments on
WOLVERINESTATE, B = 150°.

Bow flare slamming , bottom impact
slamming, and springing were further
examined in SSC-231. Results were ob-
tained using a large high-speed digital
computer at computation rates faster
than the real-time rate of the actual
ship motion. The analysis was primar-
ily developed as a demonstration modeI;
consideration of only head seas requires
that some extensions be made prior to
developing a truly general computational
procedure.

In conjunction with the most recent
instrumentation program on the SL-7
containership, an analytical study (SSC-
246) using SCORSS was made for loading
conditions similar to those model
tested (SSC-239) .

A study is underway to use the data
developed in sSC-239 and SSC-246 with
the ultimate purpose of determining the
capabilities of both test methods for
prediction purposes. Comparisons are
to be made for all similar oDeratinz
conditions and to include roil, heave,
pitch, lateral shear, and lateral,
vertical, and torsional bending moment
data. Ultimately a comparison will be
made with the full-scale data collected
from the SEA-LANDMc?~AN.

Correlation and Analysis Projects
in Lifetime Loading of Ships In 1966,
test results, both tull-scale and model,
were assembled and analyzed to develop
prediction methods for the loading ruo-
ment history that a ship will experience
in its lifetime. While the analvs is
of ship stress data and extrapola~ion
of long-term. statistical trends report-
ed in SSC-196 showed several techniques
that can be applied to the problem, it
also pointed out a basic problem. The
direct application of full-scale bend-
ing moment data to the design of ships
is only useful for very similar ships.
The collection of full-scale data would
also be an expensive task for such lim-
ited return. However, methods of pre-
dicting long-term distribution of wave
bending moment from model tests and
ocean wave spectra have been developed
and validated bv collecting full-scale
data and perfo%ing model “zests on the
same ships in equivalent “sea” condi-
tion. The coordination of data also
permitted evaluation of the theoreti-
cal (Coumuter-oriented) methods and
thus ‘pro;id& at least”a few”points
for establishing the validity of the
technique. The theoretical computa-
tions are generalized with some limi-
tations ov=r a wide range of potential
ship forms.

An improved analysis method (for
examining the raw data of earlier in-
strumentation projects) was developed
and reported in SSC-236 and 237. The
rapid expansion of computer technology
in the late 1960s made digital process-



ing using high-speed computers both
practical and desirable. Earlier
analysis had been accomplished utilizing
a specialized instrument called a prob-
ability analyzer. The new technique
permits conversion of analog to digital
tape for information storage at the
same time a limited analysis is being
made of the content of the record.
The purpose of the analysis is to
examine the record and extract infor-
mation needed for the longer term
statistical studies. Table I lists
the data that have been digitized for
each 30-minute recorded interval as
well as for the entire voyage.

The results of the analysis of
full-stale data for the WOLVERINESTATE,
xOOSIERSTATE,M2RMACSAN,and CALIFORNIABEAR
are presented in the form of histograms
and cumulative distributions. SSC-196
provides predictions of extreme bend-
ing moments over a ship life, which can
be obtained by either integrating the
~ stress data from individual stress
records or using the extreme values
obtained in each record. The prelim-
inary investigation showed that al-
though either method would produce a
similar trend, unexplained differences
existed.

Augmenting the SL-7 program is an
ongoing project that records extreme
stress gauges on the SEA-L4VDMoLEANand
seven sister ships. This will cOntin-
ue for a period of five years. The
records produced show the extreme
stress variations over a four-hour
interval. The devices have op~;ed
reliably since installation.
adjunct project was initiated on the
basis of results obtained through a
project on Ship Statistics Analysis and
reported in SSC-196, 233, and 234.

In SSC-233 a comparison is made
between model and full-scale predic-
tions of long-term wave-induced bending
moment trends for the WOLVERINESTATE and
the CALIFORNIABEAR. ‘Mo types of
information are needed to make such
predictions:

1. Wave data for different sea
states and relationships between wave
heights and wind speeds.

2. Model response amplitude opera-
tors as a function of ship loading
condition, speed, and heading.

In this analysis, good agreement
with extrapolated full-scale results
was obtained for the VOLl?3RI~STATEin
!40rthAtlantic service. Only fair
agreement was possible for the
CALIFORNIABEAR in.North Pacific service,
probably because of the lack of ocean
data for this region. In general, the
results indicate that predictions of

TABLE I - Digitized Data Included
for Each Interval and
Each Voyage.
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long-term trends on the basis of model
tests are satisfactory where adequate
ocean wave spectral data exist.

The development of a rational pro-
cedure for determining the loads which
a ship’s hull must withstand is a pri-
mary goal of the Ship Structure Commit-
tee s program. tineffort to synthesize
the results of the diverse projects and
to collect in one location the philos-
ophy and criteria that will be needed
to implement the rational design proce-
dures is contained in SSC-240.

Concepts of rational design involve
the complete determination of all loads
on the basis of scientific rather than
empirical procedures. The approach is
~erhaps bes~ characterized as being the
capability of structure to meet the

“demands” of the potential loading. One
consequence of such a design approach is
that if the structural response can be
determined and that if all loads are
considered, then large factors of safety
or ignorance can be avoided. The de-
sign criteria developed was exercised on
the basis of an existing vessel, the
WOLVSRIAESTATE. It was found that
section modulus requirements could be
reduced by about 10%, provided the ra-
tional.design procedures were followed,
rather than the existing classification
rules. This result changes somewhat
if nuisance damage is considered in
overall economic cost. One of the con-
clusions of SSC-240 was that cyclic
loading should be given a greater empha-
sis because it does lead to nuisance
cracking. If unchecked, these cracks
could contribute to catastrophic
fracture.

Cyclic Loading. Fatigue has not
been given adequate attention in the
field of surface ship structures. It
is generally considered to be an inter-
mediate problem that can lead to the
growth of a flaw to the critical size
needed to initiate fracture. It has
economic and environmental consequences
because repairs must be made and spill-
age can occur.

SSC-188 contains a feasibility study
of the influence of repeated loadings on
the low-temperature fracture behavior of
one ship steel, ABS-C. TWO other
steels, HY-80 and a rimmed steel, were
introduced for comparison purposes.
The specimens were tested in a 200,000 -
lb. lever-type fatigue machine. In
general, the results show that the frac-
ture behavior of the weldments is influ-
enced by the loading history. Except
for one test, the fracture stress for
the notched and welded wide-plates were
greater than the loading stresses.

SSC-251 shows that pre-existing
flaws may gro” by fatigue, corrosion
fatigue, stress corrosion, and other

potential mechanisms exclusive of brit-
tle fracture. ‘fhis can occur in high-
strength ship steels and weldments,
when subjected to loading and environ-
mental conditions of ship service.
The results indicate that insofar as
crack initiation and subcritical crack
propagation are concerned, there is no
benefit or penalty associated with
yield strength. However, high-strength,
low-alloy steels may possess enhanced
resistance to withstand overload cycles.

Structural Response

The caDabilitv of determining how
a structure’ will r&act to various-load-
ing situations is very important.
his is one of the fundamental elements
of the Shiv Structure Committee’s cmozram
in order tb improve the methods of” -
design and selection of materials for
design. Ships are extremely complex
structures operating in an environment
that is difficult to define. Some of
the idealizations that must be made in
order to achieve tractable solutions
might seem to be overly simplistic to
the uninitiated. The advent of com-
puters has made the handling of large
amounts of numbers possible, but for
ship size problems, even stress analy-
sis is a costly process. After ob-
taining the stress, the designer must
still weigh it against many potential
failure modes. The absolute value of
stress may not be as critical as its
cyclical nature or the stress distr~bu-
tion present in the structure.
importance of understanding the loads on
the structure ie reaffirmed. The fully
rational design procedure that a naval
architect can apply to any general con-
cept remains an elusive goal. Progress
has been made, however, and the knowl-
edge developed for parts of the puzzle
contribute substantially to the ability
to produce effective ship structure.

Hull Flexibility. The application
of an impulsive load to the ship pro-
duces a dynamic response from the hull
girder. The effects of varying stiff-
ness of that zirder were examined in
SSC-186. Th; hull was modeled as a
Timoshenko beam and the equations of
motion were solved using the finite
difference method. ‘ho computer prO-
grams were developed. One solves the
equations using an explicit analog for
the dynamic equations. 11-tismethod is
more efficient for short duration im-
pulses . The second program uses an
implicit analog for the dynamic equa-
Eions. 2’his technique is superior for
longer impulse duration. In this study,
the required information included hull
geometry, material characteristics, and
description of the hydrodynamic loading.
The results include response of the
structure in the elastic modes and the
maximum bending moment amidships.
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Comparisons were made between a standard
cargo ship, WOLVERZYESTATS, and equivalent
ships of reduced stiffness. The 1im~
ited analyses indicated that for a unit
impulse, greater flexibility reduced the
response from slam loads.

The full-scale data collection pro-
gram on the wOLPERINESTATE included infor-
mation which could be used in studying
the slauuningproblem. In order to aid
in utilizing that data, a state of the
art review on slaming was undertaken
and reported in 1970 as SSC-208. The
report summarized the available theory
and prior test results and concluded
that:

1. Slam pulse width varies from .05
milliseconds to 20 or 30 milliseconds.

2. Peak pressures range from 300 to
1000 psi.

3. Pressure rise times that had been
measured varied from 50 to several hun-
dred milliseconds. This value was
influenced by the response of the
instrumentat ion systern.

The instrumentation on the
WOLVERINESTATE was capable of measuring
slamming pressures on the forward bottom,
vertical accelerations, and midfihip
stresses. The project was directed
umre toward midship bending response and
predicting incidence of slamming. It
did not provide for all the information
needed to describe fully the phenomena.

SSC-21O reports that the instrumen-
tation on the WOLVERINESTATE was expanded
to include the pressure transducers and
accelerometers. Experience indicated
that slamming occurred only at sea
states corresponding to a Beaufort 5 or
higher and on~y when relative headings
are within 30 of head seas. However,
since no slamming damage occurred during
this period, the nature of plate deform-
ing pressures is still unknown.

Although slanuning is an important
consideration in evaluating hull flexi-
bility, vibratory response must also be
considered. The effects of girder
stiffness on vibratory response were
examined in SSC-249. An evaluation was
made of various commercially available
computer programs for obtaining hull
vibratory analyses. The hydrodynamic
factors were considered and an idealiza-
tion was developed to permit the use of
one of the available analysis programs.

A parametric analysis was made by
varvinz hull stiffness and observing the
tre~ds-in dynamic responses due to 6ro-
peller, slam, and wave excitations.
The vessels analyzed were the 712 foot
Great Lakes ore carrier STR. EDWARDL.
.?Iswo.v,a 1085 foot tank ship, and a 544
foot general cargo ship SS MICHIGAN.

The trends indicate in general
that hull stiffness does not affect
response caused by propeller-induced
vibrations. The slam-induced vibra-
tions increase with increases in stiff-
ness. only the tanker and Great Lakes
ore carrier were prone to the wave-
induced vibration, and in this case,
increasing stiffness limited the re-

‘HIis study was limited to
~~r~i~~l vibration of the main hull.
Lateral vibration should also be con-
sidered. An extensive literature
search was made on vibration in general,
however, very little on wave-induced
vibration was found. The results of
this search are published as a bibliog-
raphy in SSC-250.

Ultimate Strength of the HU1l
Girder. ine prmclpal loads of the
m-o which the ship is subjected
include longitudinal compress ion caused
bv urimarv vertical bending, athwart-
sfii~compression caused by-pressure on
the side shell, and the normal pressure
from the sea. There has been a need
for data to provide the basis for de-
sign of the primary structure of the
hull girder, especially since newer de-
signs have departed substantially at
least in size from past practice. The
thinner sections and use of high-
strength steels in supertankers is but
one example. Better understanding of
the mechanism of ultimate collapse
might also reduce the need for large
factors of safety imposed because of a
lack of knowledge.

The complexity of ship structures,
the involved nature of the ship loads,
and the difficulties and costs in
obtaining full-scale ship ultimate
strength data prompted the development
of a large-scale or component test plan.
SSC-194 presented an evaluation of the
state of knowledge as of 1969 and devel-
oped an experimental model which could
obtain significant data at a low cost.
The model to be tested in compression
would be steel boxes less than a foot
long.

Using pressure or vacuum sources,
a normal pressure could be induced on
the mode 1. The boxes were strain
gauged and a test series for both uni-
axial and biaxial compression was pre-
pared and carried out. The results
indicated:

1. A large reduction in longitudi-
nal strength with the application of
transverse loading for a ratio of plate
width (b) to plate thickness (t) of
b/t=50 or less. The failure mode
appeared to be plastic biaxial buckling.
For larger blt ratios of 70 and 90,
there appeared to be an increase in lon-
gitudinal stren%th with transverse
~oading.
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2 The effect of residual stress on
longitudinal strength for various geo-
metries was determined for the various
loading configurations.

3. The effects of normal pressure
were negligible for uniaxial longitudi.
nal compressive strength for b/t=50 or
less. For greater bft ratios: the
biaxial strength decreased rapidly and
non-linearly to as high as 40% for bit=
90.

4. The small-scale tests agreed with
previously reported large-scale tests,

The results of the polyaxial tests
on tubes discussed in SSC-217 and on the
single panels, grillages, and three
grillage girder reported in SSC-223 when
corrected for the effects of residual
stresses and stresses caused by normal
pressure loading yield the same values
of plate strength within 7%.

It is recognized that these studies
are quite idealized and that the design
features of ships serve to complicate
the auolication of the results. In
spite”bf the high cost of directly pur-
suing large-scale tests (especially the
full-scale tests suggested in 1946) the
Ship Structure Connnittee will continue
to pursue this goal by developing im-
provements in basic theory supported by
suitable model experiments until the base
of knowledge justifies verification by
large-scale tests.

Fracture. The problems of fracture
have been quantitatively examined by
various researchers. For truly brittle
and amorphous materials such as glass,
the behavioral explanations are rela-
tively simple and analytical result~hon-
form with experimental findings.
ability of metals to deform plastically
complicates the analysis. The inter-
relating factors of plastic zone size,
shape, and rate of growth are dependent
on material properties both chemical and
environmental such as stress state or
design detail.

A long-term (1954-1966) continuous-
ly-supported project was carried out by
the Ship Structure Commit tee to develop
an understanding of the factors that
zovern the brittle behavior of mild
~teels and the relevant micro-mechanisms
of fracture. A discussion of the pro-
gram can be found in SSC-182 with a
sunnnary in sSC-183. This research PrO-
gram initiated the International Confer-
ence on Fracture in Swampscott, Massa-
chusetts in 1959 with subsequent confer-
ences to follow and ultimately giving
impetus to the Inte~ational Journal of
Fracture in 1965.

Using surface replication and three-

dimension metallography, it became
possible to study the processes of
twinning, slip, carbide cracking, void
formation, and microcleavage of both
iron and mild steels in tensile testing.
These studies of the micro fracturing
process have led to a better under-
standing of the metallurgical phenomena
of fracture but also pointed up the need
to make a connection with the macro-
fracturing process, the crack propaga-
tion in plates.

Plastic zone formation is an impor-
tant parameter of the fracture problem.
SSC-191 considered the development of
plastic zones generated by both sharp
through cracks and blunter notches.
By using Fe-3Si steel, which permits
sensitive etching, the growth and frac-
tures of the plastic zone could be
studied. Both surface conditions and
through thickness details were observed
(by means of sectioning). Addition-
ally, through-thickness deformations
were followed by monitoring the normal
displacements at the surface.

SSC-219 describes an investigation
into the major stages of fracture
initiation, propagation, and arrest.
The experimental series made use of the
double cantilever beam test and Fe-3Si
steel because of its etching properties
already discussed with SSC-191. A
number of tests were conducted on engi-
neering steels such as A517 in order to
study irrest properties. As shown in
Figure (10), the fast moving crack by-
passes some grains as it grows, leaving
ligaments which consume large amounts
of energy in rupturing. This accounts
for the crack propagation resistance
values estimates in these experiments.
As reported the most important resuIt
was that the study of plastic zones
ahead of the advancing brittle crack
indicated that linear elastic fracture
mechanics can be applied to the problem
of crack propagation and arrest.

A follow-up project was reported in
SSC-242 which combined the results of an
Army Research Office-sponsored study
concerned with the response of high-
strength steels to fast-running cracks
with the Ship Structure Committee effort
involving unstable fractures in ship
plates. The wedge-loaded DCB test dis-
cussed in SSC-219 was used with a starter
section of 4340 steel electron-beam
welded to the ASTM A517F test section,
as shown in Figure (11). It is thus
possible to confront the test material
with a fast-moving crack under controlled
conditions close to the transition tem-
perature. A theoretical analysis based
on a Timoshenko beam on elastic founda-
tion was extended to the duplex test
pieces. It is now possible to derive
dynamic fracture energy or fracture
toughness values either from the
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Interconnections Between Microcracks Revealed by Progressive Sectioning.
The Depth of Each Section Below the Starting Section is Indicated.
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Fig. 11 - Dimensions of Duplex Wedge-
Loaded, Double -Cantilevered-
Beam Test Specimen.

velocity of the crack in the test sec-
tion or the length of the crack at
arrest. One important conclusion is
that the fracture arrest is controlled
by the history of energy dissipation
throngbout the propagation phase
rather than the traditional concept of
arrest toughness at the point of
arrest. As one example of the impor-
tance Of this conclusion, the prior
arrest toughness approach implied that
arrest is instantaneous when the strain
energy release rate is less than the
energy required at the crack tip to
produce crack extension. Thus , a
strip of tough material just wide enough
to contain the heavily strained region
adjscent to the crack tip would be an
adequate crack arrestor. The new cOn-
cept advanced in SSC-242 would require
that the arrestor be wide enough to
absorb the kinetic energy stored in the
structure. Subsequent research is
needed to verify this concept and to
derive a suitable design criterion.
The results of this Ship Structure
Committee effort will be published soon.
The development of new approaches to
modelling the fracture arrest phenome-
non and revisions in theory to explain
the results have led to follow on
studies to be pursued by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission. These will be
followed by the Ship Structure Committee
and additional projects to apply future
findings to the ship field may be
undertaken.
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Fig. 12 - Impact Test Results on l-l/4-
Inch Base Plate.

Because of the complexity, early
studies were directed at metallurgical
properties and various material tests
such as the Navy Drop Weight Test,
explosion bulge, and Charpy-Vee impact
tests. These were all small-specimen
tests, and a correlation was needed
between these tests and the full-scale
behavior of a structure. SSC-204
reports results of a program which had
as its main obiective the development of
a structural test to simulate se~”ice
behavior.

Testing was conducted on an ASTM
A212 Grade B pressure vessel steel with
known fracture sens~civity to compare
with ABS Class C ship steel. Unfortu-
nately, the scatter that was present in
the test series and the limited number
of tests prevents the drawing of
concrete conclusions. In fact, the
Ship Research Connnittee noted in this
instance that wide-plate tests did not
provide any more information than that
which could be obtained from small-scale
tests.

SSC-199 and 232 contain a compari-
son of the structural behavior of ship
structures built of HSLA-Q&T steel with
those of similar structures made of
carbon steel. The survey portion of
the study reported in SSC-199 concluded
that fast fracture was possible in HSLA-
Q&T steels at stress levels below yield;
the actual stress could be a function of
flaw size; and fracture mechanics
methods could be utilized ifS~$~ta-
tive data were available.
further reported additional testing
(using A514 and 517 materials) showing
that fracture resistance is increased
by using stiffeners and that welds
using heat inputs of 25 to 50 KJ/in. can
have a fracture resistance equal to the
base plate. Perhaps, most importantly,
the results of Charpy-Vee as an index of
transition behavior were questioned as
shown by Figure (12) and (13) where the
fracture appearance transition tempera-
ture (FATT) is considerably different
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Fig. 13 - Impact Test Results on 2-Inch
B&se P;.ate.

for Charpy-Vee (Cv) and the 1 l/4-inch
and 2-inch impact tests.

The Ship Structure Committee has
undertaken a program to develop and
validate rational toughness criteria
for ship steels. The first report of
this effort is SSC-244 which describes
the theoretical development of such
criteria. Essentially, it wou~d
require a toughness level (at O C) of
O.9, the ratio of critical material
toughness. under dynamic loading to
yield strength under the same loading.
Since this cannot be measured directly,
the requirements are established in
terms of nil ductility transition tem-

p~rature which, should be a ~ximu of
O F and dynanuc tearotest energy
values measured at 75 F for the base
metal, weld, metal and heat-affected-
zone materials in the primary load-
carrying members “arying with yield
strength. Fail-safe design employing
crack arrestors is also considered.

An exploratory program was under-
taken and reported in SSC-24B to char-
acterize on ~ semi-statistical basis
the dynamic fracture toughness of
ordinary-strength shipbuilding steels.
The steels investigated were ABS Grades
A, B, C, D. E. and CS. These steels
were” obtained” at random from several
shipyards and steel mills in an attempt
to characterize current steel-making
practice. The fracture toughness
trends were defined by means of drop
weight nil ductility temperature, one
inch dynamic tear, and standard Charpy -
Vee notch tests. The study showed all
the ABS Grades A. B, and C plates tested
would fail the O F maximum NDT criteria
proposed by SSC-244.

Overall the non-heat-treated ABS
Grades A, B, and C steels that were
tested were found to have insufficient
toughness to meet the proposed fracture
toughness criteria. The normalized
plates of C, D, E, and CS were found to
have improved toughness trends that
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could meet the proposed criteria in most
cases.

New studies are being initiated to
first broaden the scope of steels tested
in the original steel characterization
pilot study, and second to attempt to
determine realistic loading rates. It
is thought that the proposed fracture
control guidelines (ssc-244) being based
on dynamic loading may be too severe
for actual service conditions.

Fabrication and Quality Control.
In this research attention is directed
toward the manufacturing process and
its effect on the adequacy of the ships’
structure.

Distortion in structure is often
corrected by means of flame-straight-
ening techniques. Although this is
generally acceptable for mild steels,
it was feared that for quenched and
tempered high-strength, low-alloy steels
such a procedure would alter the mate-
rial characteristics. The benefit of
those properties would then be lost to
the structure.

The lead report in this program was
SSC-198 which examined first the problem
of distortion and the available knowl-
edge (1969) on the effects of flame
straightening and combination termal and
plastic strain cycles.

Distortion is primarily caused by
locally-applied head in the weld zone
and the restraint provided by the cooler
metal to either side and by structural
supports . Typically, the distortion
occurs because of three-dimensional
changes shown in Figure (14). The liter-
ature search revealed gaps in knowledge
concerning flame straightening of the
HSLA-Q&T steels and recommended that
these gaps be filled by subsequent
research. A test schedule was devel-
oped to provide the needed data.

The Ship Structure Comnittee pursued
this problem and in 1970 issued SSC-207
which determined the effects of both
mechanical straightening and flame
straightening on the properties of ship
type steels. The test series included
mechanical straighteni~g atfmcmg temper-
ature. 1000°F and 1300 F:
straightening in the ran~ Of ~lf3~~ -
1200 F and 1300°F -1400 F.
trolled distortion was introduced into
the specimens and drop weight tear tests
were conducted to assess the effect of
straightening on the notch toughness of
steels. These tests were conducted on
~t~i~~ A-441, A-537, and A-517 Grade A

As shown in Table II a significant
decrease in notch toughness occurred in
A-51~A und%r flame straightening at
1300 -1400 F. A somewh~t les~er effect
was observed at the 1100 -1200 F range.

The effects of testing on the other
steel grades was not significant.,
Mechanical straightening did not degrade
the material properties of any of the
steels.

In SSC-235 the studies were extend-
ed for flame straightening on several
steels, including A-537B, ?JAxT8A-100,
and T-1, which are quenched and tem-
pered steels. The ‘normalized steel
was A-537A and the as-rolled steels
were ABS-B, ABS-C, and ASTN A441. The
time at temperature was evaluated for
effect on both impact and tensile
properties. Patterns of beat applica-
tion were considered. SSC-235 showed
that with prop er safeguards flame
straightening was possible for the
grades of steel considered and SSC-247,
developed with the cooperation of a
major shipyard, demonstrates a technique
that provides an effective, practical,
yet controlled method of flame straight-
ening of the quenched-and-tempered
steels in lieu of the Dre”ailin~
method of cutting and ~eplacing”the
distorted plate.

Nondestructive testing was the
subject of a series of SSC reports.
In terms of demand, SSC-177 was one of
the most popular and accepted reports
of the series. Published in 1969, it
represented the views of the Weld Flaw
Evaluation Committee which was formed
under tbe auspices of the National
Academy of Sciences. The members of
the Committee had broad experience in
nondestructive testing. The document
is intended to be a “guide,” not a
technical report and as such, presents
tbe essential information for accep-
tancefrej ection radiographic standards.
A short discussion of visual inspection
standards, inspection procedures,
and interpretation standards for ship
welds were included. Although ultra-
sonic inspection was mentioned, there
was insufficient experience at the time
to go beyond acknowledgement of the
method and further validation.

Following the study into radio-
graphy inspection SSC-213 examined the
question of ultrasonic inspection.
The radiographic acceptance limits
established for welds in SSC-177 were
retained for SSC-213. l’hus the stan-
dards are compatible, although in some
cases one inspection technique would be
preferred over another. The procedures
and acceptance limits would be suitable
for contact ultrasonic inspection of
steel butt welds in thickness range of
1/4 to 2 inches.

Specialized Applications

The significant and rapid changes
in ship parameters and missions has
prompted the Ship Structure Committe to
undertake a variety of feasibility
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Fig. 14 - Typical Welding

(a)LONCITUDl<VALDiSTORTlOtiVOF A BU!LT.upBEAM

[b)LONGITUDINALBEYDINCDISTORTIONOF A S!.VGLEWEE
BUTT WELD

(.)BUCKLINCDISTORTIO,V

Distortions.

TABLE 11 - Increase in Transition Temperature
Due to Straightening.

ChangeinTransition
Straightening ‘remperat.re,F
Temperature, Unwelded Welded

All., F Plate Plate

ColdStraighter<

A517, GradeA; 1/2,,
A517,GradeA; 3/8S,
4.537:1/2,,
A441;1/2’,
AM-B; 1/2,,

ET
RT
RT
RT
RT

MechanicallyStraightened

-6
+4
+25
+16
+33

A317,GradeA; 1/2” 1300 -u
A517, Grad,A; 1J2S1 1000 -15
A511,GradeA; 3/8,, 1200 0
AY37;1/2,, 1200 0
A441; 1/2,, 1200 +22
ABS-B;112” 1200 +11

A517,GradeA;
A517, GradeA;
A517, GradeA;
.k5L7, GtadeA;
AS37;1/2>S
A537;1/2,,
A44L;1/2,~
A441;1/29,
ABS-B;lf2Ss
ABS.B;1/2’,

1/2,,
1/2,,
3/8,,
318r~

FlameStraightened

1300-1400 +108
1100-1200 + 75
1300-1400 +2D5
1100-1200 +113
1300-1400 + 28
1100-1200 + 25
1300-1400 + 12
1100-1200 + 16
1300-1600 + 18
1100-1200 *

-8
-11
+30
-2
+20

-5
0
+9
+2
0
0

+ 86
+ 25
+ll&
+ 84
+ 15
+ 12
-3
*
+5
- 20

* Notdetermined.
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studies in recent years. The concepts
pursued were specialized either because
of the vessel type, method of construe-
tion, or materiiis” employed. One con-
necting thread in the development of
these projects was a l.wel of interest
among the individual sponsors of the
Ship Structure Connnittee to recognize
and anticipate new problem areas.
Although the impetus and funding at any
one agency was insufficient to carry out
the task, it was possible to undertake
a variety of projects because of general
support by the sponsoring agencies of
the Ship Structure Committee.

Special Materials. The increased
usage of high-strength low-alloy (HSLA)
steels prompted a study into determining
if an emergency welding procedure could
be developed for those areas of the ship
using high-strength steels until perma-
nent repairs were possible. Ssc- 195
recommends in part that a manual shield-
ed metal arc process be used with a ASTM
A298-62T type 310-16 stainless steel
electrode. Preheating is only required
wh~n the ambient temperature is belo”
32 F.

There ha”e also been two noteworthy
projects concerning materials other than
steel for marine use. The first was
published as SSC-218 and examined the use
of aluminum in large vessels in particu-
lar a bulk carrier-. lhe resulting
study not only demons‘crates that the
existing aluminum technology was suffi-
ciently advanced to consider such uses
but that overall economic considerations
might justify such use as well. This
report is a valuable reference for any
designer considering aluminum for a
large vessel. The design problem is
examined not only for the physical con-
straints imposed because aluminum is
used but also because of regulatory con-
straints imposed because steel is not
used.

Thirty-six conclusions were drawn
from this study that cover a review of
aluminum alloys, operational experience
of existing ships, design criteria for
hull structures, fabrication of large
aluminum hulls, fire protection, instal-
lation of eqnipment, operation and cost
studies.

A similar study was conducted for
glass reinforced plastics and reported
in SSC-224. The conclusions, both
physical and financial, do not support
the use of glass reinforced plastics as
a prime hull structural material at this
time based on costs and the combustibil-
ity of the material. However, major
components such as deckhouses, hatch-
covers, kingposts and bow modules are
shown to be economically justified in
some cases.

Special Vessels. Catamarans are

an ancient vessel form. Recently, the
advantages of large-deck area, high
transverse stability, and excellent 10”-
speed maneuverability sparked a serious
interest in this configuration. A
principal detracting factor in the
design of large catamarans is the lack
of structural load definition. ssc-
222 contains a survey and analysis of
the present state of knowledge together
with recommendations of areas for
future research. One conclusion was
that there are no unknown technological
barriers that would force cancellation
of the concept for present application
in large ship sizes. This does not
imply that problems do not exist that
would require some attention. The
principal problem in catamaran design is
the strength of the cross structure.
Present design methods will pro”ide an
overall conservative design. Economics,
individual shipyard construction capa-
bilities, dry dock and pier facilities
aPpear tO be the major constraints to
catamaran size.

The transport of liq”ified natural
gas is a topic of much current interest.
One subject of particular concern i“.
volves the effect of a rupturing cargo
tank spilling the cryogenic cargo on
the primary hull structure. A Study
was undertaken that included some exper-
imental studies to validate theoretical
predictions (SSC-241) . Temperatures
and stresses associated with ruptures
reached peak values and maintained peaks
for several minutes in a quasistatic
behavior pattern. Also of interest “as
the fact that convection dominates the
heat transfer process with radiation
being an order of magnitude less and
conduction being two orders of magnitude
less. An important result of the
project was the good agreement of the
maximum experimental strains with theo-
retical predictions made from simple
calculations.

The transportation of cargoes in
independent pressure tanks on barges has
been increasing both on river systems
and on the open seas. The potential of
larger sizes has led to the research
reported in SSC-205. The structural
problem created by the interaction of
the barge hull through the saddle
supports to the tank itself is both a
significant factor and a matter for
reliable analysis procedures. The
existing accepted design procedure cal-
culated a stress distribution based on
a moment of inertia ratio between the
tanks and the barge hull. In reviewing
this analysis method it “as concluded
that it was adequate for river barges,
but that prior to extending it to larger
tanks going to sea further work might be
needed to develop experimental and ana-
lytical analyses of an as built tanker,
fatigue analysis, buckling analysis,
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slanming investigations, and tank-barge
saddle interaction analysis.

Specialized Forms of Construction.
Tbe problem oi structural analYSiS of
the two principal types of framing
systems, transverse and longitudinal,
can be somewhat simplified if advantage
is made of idealized assumptions based
on the physical attributes of the fram-
ing systems. A great deal of attention
has been paid in recent years to gener-
alized structural analysis techniques
such as the finite element method. A
favorable attribute of these techniques
is that it is now possible to obtain
structural analyses results for large
complex structures. They have in
general proven to be too costly to be
used as design tools. In the end they
are used to validate design configura-

tions developed by other means.

The Ship Structure Committee pursued
two programs aimed at providing design
tools that would not be as costly as the
more generalized methods. Both programs
take advantage of the attributes of the
two principal framing systems in order
to simplify the analysis. SSC-215 and
216 present the theoretical assumptions
and the computer coding for a design
procedure for transversely framed ships.
The method depends heavily on the gril-
lage beam on an elastic foundation
analysis techniques. The advantage of
this technique is realized because ships
frames tend to be regular with few excep-
tions. ‘rhis simplifies the analysis.
If it were not for this fact the more
costly finite element method for obtain-
ing the grillage solution would have to
be used. SSC-215 was only a first step
in developing a rational design proce-
dure. However, the coding did not
incorporate all the special loading con-
ditions that should be considered in an
overall analysis.

A second project was initiated for
longitudinally framed ships and resulted
in SSC Reports 225-228. However, the
result is not truly a design program but
rather an analysis program where advan-
tage was taken of regular geometric
properties. In this effort three prin-
cipal forms of analysis were used: 1ine-
solution methods, finite-element methods,
and the grillage beam-on-an elastic-
foundation approach. Comparison runs
made between the SSC program and a com-
mercial finite element routine on a
simple box girder problem confirmed the
accuracy of the method. An analysis
based on a calibration experiment for
the instrumentation of the tanker JOHN A.
MCCONE also revealed good agreement,
although a finer mesh could have improved
the results , Figure (15).

As part of the SL-7 class container-
ship program, the American Bureau of

Shipping undertook an analysis of the
ship using the Displacement Automated
Integrated System (DAISY) finite element
program to provide stress information
for the placing of strain gauges aboard
the SL-7. The results of that analysis
are reported in SSC-243. The ship is
mathematically loaded with containers
and using oblique quasi-static regular
waves, is subjected to combined vertical,
lateral and torsional loads. Stress
distributions, especially in the deck
region are presented and investigated
Figures (16--19) . Early results of
this project helped in the determination
of the final location of some strain
gauges.

The development of rational criteria
for the desi~n of hull structures is one
of the prima~y goals of the Ship Struc-
ture Committee. In support of that goal
the Committee provided partial support
for a group of noted investigators to
examine the present level of technology
in hull structural design. The effort
is essentially a condensation of prior
work of the several authors and was
technically reviewed by the Design Pro-
cedure and Philosophy (HS-4) Panel of
the Society of Naval Architects and
Narine Engineers. The discussions are
contained in a report “Ship Structural
Design Concepts” (Ref. 4).

SUMMARY

It is interesting to note that the
Board of Investigation convened by the
Secretary of the Navy to inquire into
the design and methods of construction
of welded steel merchant vessels, issued
their final report in 1946 with the
following goals recommended:

a. To further studies into ship-
building materials by studying
the effects of welding on the
structural performanc~ of ship
steel, the fundamental factors
affecting flow and fracture of
metals, and to develop practi-
cal tests for evaluating mate-
rials to be used in fabrication.

b. To further the study of the
ship’s structure by determining
the loads to which the ship is
subjected by waves, by examin-
ing design and fabrication de-
tails, by studying the struc-
tural performance of ship hull
eirder to include testing to
Failure, by studying eff~cts of
riveted longitudinal joints,
and determining the merits of
various structfiral design
details.

This is a fairly comprehensive set of
objectives, which led to the formation
of the Ship Structure Committee.



If ship design had remained static
following World War II the problems that
existed at that time could have been suf-
ficiently defined within a few years and
thus restricted the need for further
research. But shipbuilding is dynamic
and as new demands have been placed on
designers, a need has been created for
better understanding of the structural
behavior of ships. The needed research
paralleled earlier research, with the
introduction of different materials.
This required characterizations that
were similar to data cataloging efforts
for the prevalent materials of an earlier
time. Similarly, internal or external
environmental condition, dimension, hull
form, etc. for new ships required new
studies directed to give the designer and
operator the confidence to proceed.

The research program was developed
to anticipate changes in ship hull re-
quirements, materials and fabrication as
a result of global competition, new
markets, evolving techniques, and mo di-
fied classification rules. Concern is
constantly being expressed regarding the
capability of the program to respond in
an effective and timely manner. How-
e“er, progress is only achieved at a pace
compatible with available resources.
Within this framework, it behooves all
parties involved in the design or oper-
ation of ships to place sufficient re-
straints upon new designs until suffi-
cient information is available to justify
changes that assure ample safety for the
ship and its crew.

To overcome costly design con-
straints, the research program must be
continued in such areas as extending
the ship response program, including
associated model testing and data analy-
ses to other ship types such as the hull
and tanks for cryogenic products, some
components of mobile drilling units,
catamarans, tankers, barges and high
performance craft.

Additionally, a comparison of full-
scale and model data on slamming phenom-
ena has not been possible on commercial
ships in the past primarily because the
full-scale slamming data have been in-
sufficient in quantity or scope. This
is in part due to the lack of the proper
instrumentation package and the desire
of most ship masters to avoid slams
whenever possible.

The reduction in scantling sizes
and shell platings owing to the use of
higher strength steels and corrosion
protection devices has raised many
questions concerning the criteria on
acceptable vibration limits, the source
of vibration of different modes, and the
methods of minimizing or damping out
this adverse phenomena. In this con-
nection, studies of model test methods

and procedures for obtaining input data
to perform vibration and structural
analyses are needed.

Studies need to be undertaken to
improve motion prediction techniques
in the transverse plane. Without such
assurances, a limitation is impOsed on
the rational design of ships in cases
where a low ratio of length to breadth
and a high ratio of breadth to depth
exist and transverse and torsional
loads are expected to be significant.
These proportions are being used for
large dry and liquid bulk carriers.

Uncertainties in fuel costs in
recent years have accelerated interest
in the use of nuclear propulsion.
There has also existed the concern for
pollution resulting from the collision
or grounding of a bulk carrier. In
both cases there is a constant need to
explore and improve the design of pro-
tective systems. It is recognized
that strandings and collisions do occur.
Records of their damage do exist and
could be of great value when applying
reliability theory to ship structural
design. It is first necessary to
format the data from those records into
a system compatible with the analysis
technique. Sources must be obtained
for any missing data.

The advent of new fabrication
techniques and different materials
requires a continuous appraisal of the
various factors that affect their
acceptability and performance in ship
hull structures. There must be ade-
quate knowled~e developed nOt OnlY O!
the materials inherent characteristics,
but also of the effects that may be
induced by the fabricating and operating
environments during construction and
service. Good progress has been made
in some aspects of this problem, but it
is essential that it be continued. The
determination of the ultimate strength
of the ship hull girder has been elusive
because of the various modes of failure
and different combinations of loading.
Approaches to provide solutions to some
of the problems encountered in develop-
ing the ultimate strength have been
pursued in a piecemeal fashion. Each
facet is being considered separately
with the hope that the information so
gathered can be condensed into one pure
hypothesis.

Efforts must be continued to assure
the attainment of that goal. The
research program should progressively
develop a computer capability for the
design (not analysis) of the primary
hull structure of cargo vessels, with
adaptability for modification for the
next generation of ships. Such a pro-
gram should ultimately be able to accept
the loading supplied by a computer
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response program that, through several
iterations, should produce an ODtimmn
design.

In summary, theory and experimen-
tation has made it possible to generate
a more direct approach for inve~tigating
many variables and to discern the appro-
priate direction for coping with antici-
pated problems. Opinions are often
advanced on the composition of a re-
search program. Proponents of basic
research argue that it must be continu-
ously supported in order to provide a
constant stream of new information in
~~~~o avoid crash programs and costly

Others areue that basic re-
sear~h should be sp~radically supported
to insure that a period of time is
available to digest the data and isolate
the most fruitful efforts for future
SUDDOXt . In Dractice the ShiD Struc-
tu~e Corknittee-has pursued a c~mbination
of the two. At any given time there
has usually been a portion which can be
identified as suuoortimz basic research.
Those projects h~ve bee; carried to the
point where follow on studies could be
initiated by the Ship Structure Commit-
tee or other organizations . At the
same time proj ects have been supported
which led directly to a commercial
application. There are no indications
that this practice will not continue.
The mix between basic and applied re-
search may vary, but the organization
of the Ship Structure Conunittee includ-

ing the technical support it recei”es
from the Ship Research Committee and the
advices through the liaison with the
Hull Structure Connnittee of SNANS and
other liaison organizations provides a
balanced program.

The prom?n capability of the Ship
Structure Committee to meet the dynamic
and changing needs of the maritime
industry should and will continue with
the support of the maritime community
and specifically the sponsoring agencies.
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APPENDIX 1

SHIP STRUCTURE COMMITTEE RRPORTS

These documents are distributed by
the National Technical Information
Service, Springfield, VA. 22151

SSC-172, CrackExtensionand PropagationUnder
Ph. stre8sby A. R. Rosen field,
P. K. Dai and G. T. Hahn.
March 1966. AD 480619

SSC-173, Exhaustionof CuetilityunderNotch
ConstraintFollowingUwLformPre-
Strainingby C. Mylonas,
S. Kobayashi and A. Armenakas.
Au8ust 1966. AD 637143

SSC-174, Investigationof ResidualStressesin
Steel WeLdnent8by K. Masubucbi
and D. C. Martin. September
1966. AD 639619

ssc-

ssc-

75, MechanicalPropertiesof a High-
Mmganese, Lou-CarbonSteelfor Weld-
ed Heavy-SeetionShip Plate by
R. D. Stout and C. R. Roper, Jr.
Au8USt 1966. AD 637211

76, Bie.niaLReportof the Ship Str-uoture
Committee.June 1966. AD 64133

SSC-177, Guidefor Interpretationof Non-
DestruetiueTe8t8of Weldsin Ship
HU1l Str.uctu.esby The Weld Flaw
Evaluation Committee. September
1966. AD 639053

SSC-178, A Surveyof Some RecentBritishWork
o. the Behauiourof WarshipStrictures
by J. Clarkson. November 1966.
AD 644738

SSC-179, ResidualStrainsand C-tsplacements
withinthePlasticZoneAhead of a
Cruckby J. Cammett, A. R. Rosen-
field, and G. T. Hahn. November
1966. AD 644815

SSC-180, Eqerimental Determinationof Plastic
ConstraintAhead of a Sharp Sra.k
underPlane-StrainConditionsby
G. T. Hahn and A. R. Rosenfield.
December 1966. AD 646034

SSC-181, Result8from Pull-ScaleMeasurements
of MidshipBendingStre8seso. tio
my-cargo Ships-- Report#2 by
D. J. Fritch, F. C. Bailey, and
J. W. WheatOn. March 1967.
AD 650239

SSC-182, TwentyYearsof Researchw&r the
ship StrwstureConmrittee by A. ?..
Lytle, S. R. Heller, R. Nielsen,
Jr. , and J. Vasta. December
1967. AD 663677

SSC-1B3, MetallurgicalStructureand the Brittle
Behaviourof Steelby Morris Cohen.
May 1968. AD 670574.

SSC-184, Exkzustionof Euctllityin Compre88ed
Bars &th Hole8 by S. Kobayashi
and C. Mylonas. June 1968.
AD 670487

SSC-185, Effectof SurfaceConditioncm the
Exhaustionof CuctZlityby CoZd or
Hot Strainingby J. Dvorak and
C. Mylonas. July 1968.
AD 672B97

SSC-186, On the Effectof Ship St<ffnessUpon
th6 StIWCtU2%Zz .Qe8pOW3 Of c1Cm$70
Ship to an ImpulsiveLoad by Manley
St. Denis. September 1968.
AD 675639

SSC-187, BiemiaL Reportof Ship Struoture
Conmtittee.June 1968. AD 675022

SSC-18B,Effeet of Repeatedkads on the law
TernpercturwFractureBdluUiOPof
hbtahedand WeldedPZate8, by W. X.
Munse, J. P. Cannon and
J. F. Kiefner. October 1968.
AD 676722

SSC-189, The VideoTapeRecordingof UZtraaonic
TestInformationby R. A. Youshaw,
C. H. Dyer and E. L. Criscuolo.
October 1968. AD 677B94

SSC-190, BemiingMomentRistdkwtion 5. a
MarinerCargoShip Mode1 in ReguZar
and IrregularWauesof ExtremeSteep-
ness by Naresh M. Maniar and
Edward Numata. November 1968.
AD 679187

SSC-191, PZaeticPZOW in the Localeon Notokes
and C.aekain Fe-3siSteel UruierCon-
ditionsApproachingPlaneStrain by
G. T. Hahn and A. R. Rosenfield.
November 1968. AD 680123..

SSC-192,ZiotchBrittlenessAft.. FraoturGby
C. Mylonas and S. Kobayashi.
January 1969. AD 681051

SSC-193, Developmentof MathematieaZMode18
FOP DescribingShip Stru&uraZ Re-
sponsein WmJe8 by Paul Kaplan.
January 1969. AD 682591

SSC-194, FeasdbiZityStudyof ModeZ Te8ton
Ship Hull Girder by Herbert Becker.
May 1969. AD 687220

SSC-195, RecommendedSmergenoyWeZdingPzwce-
dure for TemporaryRepairsof Ship
SteeZ8 by A. L. Lowenberg and
P. D. Watson. May 1969.
AD 668119

SSC-196,Analysisand Interpretationof Full-
Scale Data on Mi&hip BendingStrw88es
of Dry cargoShip8by Dan Hof f~n
and Edward V. Lewis. June 1969.
AD 689657
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SSC-210,Analysisof ,slming Datu f?om ‘lS.S.
WoZuerineState‘tby J. W. Wheat on,
C. H. Kane, P. T. Diamant and
F. C. Bailey. 1970. AD 713196

SSC-197, An Investigationof the Utilityof
ComputerSimulationto PredictSkip
StructuralResponsein Waves by
P. Kaplan, T. P. Sargent and
A. I. Raff. June 1969.
AD 690229 SSC-211 Designand Installationof a Ship Re-

sponseInetrume.tationSystemAboard
the Conta?nerVessel“S.S. Boston!tby
R. A. Pain, J. Q. Cragin and
133)H. Schofield. (To be publish-

SSC-198, FZameSt??z<ghte@zgad It8 Effeet
on Base MetalPropertiesby 1?.E.
Pattee, R. M. Evans and R. E.
Monroe. August 1969. AD 691555

SSC-212, Ship Re8ponseInatrumentationAboard
the ContainerVe8.selY. S. Bo8tonV1:
Reeultsfromthe l~t tiemtional

SSC-199,Study of the FaotoPsW%i.hAffectthe
Adeqwzcbof High-strengthLow-Alloy
Steel Weldmentsfm CargoShip HUZZs
by A. L. Lowenberg, E. B. Norris,
A. G. Pickett and R. D. Wylie.
August 1969. AD 692262

Seaaoni; lkx.thAtla?t;cSerwiee by
R. A. Fain, J. Q. Cragin and
B. H. Schofield. 1970.
AD 712186

A Guidefor UltzwsonicTestingcnd
EuaZwztionof WeZdFZaws by
R. A. Youshaw. 1970. AD 713202

Ssc-200,Inde.Tof 8hip StructureCOIfmlittee
Rqorts. January 1969. AD 683360 SSC-213,

SSC-214.

SSC-201, MidshipWaveBendingMomentin a Model
of the CargoShip “WolvetineState”
Bunn<ngat ObZiqueSeadingsin Regular
watJe8by M. J. Chiocco and
E . Numata. September 1969.
AD 695123

ship ResponseImtrumentatim?Aboard
the ContainerVe88eZ “S.S. Boston”:
ResuZtsfrom !ZIJoGpemztiona7.Season8
in North AtZantie~9r& by
J. Q. Cragin. . AD 712187

SSC-202,MidshipWaueBendingMomentin a ModeZ
of the Cargo%ip “Ca2<forniaBear”
Runningat ObZiqueHeadingsin ReguZar
Waves by E. Numata and W. F.
Yonkers. November 1969.
AD 698847

SSC-215, A Guidefor the Synthesisof ship
Strueture8Part One - The MidshipSoZd
of a TransverseZy-F?wmedDry Cargo
Shipby Manley St. Denis. 1970.
AD 717357

SSC-216, P?ogmm ‘vTranship18- A ComputerPro-
gmnn for the Designof the Midship
Sectionof a TranxuerweZy-FranedDry
cargoship - Part T!JOby llanley St.
Denis 1972. AD 753531

SSC-203,AnnualReportof the ship Structure
Cotittee. November 1969.
AD 699240

SSC-204,SimulxztedPer.fozmanceTestingfor
ship Structurecomponentsby
R. Sherman. 1970. AD 705398 SSC-217,

SSC-218

cmnpress<veStret@h of Ship H.11
Girders- Part I - UnstiffenedPZates
by H. Becker, R. Goldman and
J. Pozerycki. 1971. AD 717590

SSC-205,Str.uduwz DesignReviewof Long,
CyZin&ioaZ,Liquid-FiZZedIndependent
CargoTank Barge8by C. W. Bascom.
1970. AD 708565 DesignConsidemtionsfor ALum{num

null Structures: Study of AZum4nwn
BuZk Carrierby C. Ji9$;tenburg
and R, J. Scott.
AD 729021

SSC-206,Pe&88ib Ze Stresse8and TheirLimita-
tionsby J. .1.Nibbering. 1970.
AD 710520

SSC-207, Effectof Planem-d Mecha,,ioaZ
Straighteningon MatetiaZProperties
of Weldmentsby H. E. Pattee,
R. M. Evans and R. E. Monroe.
1970. AD 710521

SSC-219 CrackPropagationand Ames t in Ship
and OtherStee1s by G. T. Hahn,
R. G. Hoagland, P. N. Mincer,
A. R. Rosenfield and M. Sarrate.
1971. AD 731674

SSC-208, Sbm-ing of Ship8: A CritieaZReuieu
of the CurrentState of K.cwZedgeby
J. R. Henry and F. C. Bailey.
1970. AD 711267

SSC-220, A LimitedSurveyof Ship Structural
Dmzge by S. Hawkins, G. H.
Levine and R. Taggart. 1971.
AD 733085

SSC-209, Re8uZt8from FulZ-SoaleMeasurements
of MidshipBendingStresseson Three
my CargoShips by 1.~~joWalters
and F. C. Bailey.
AD 712183

SSC-221,

SSC-222,

Responseof the DeZtaTest to Specimen
Variablesby L. J. McGeady. 1971.
AD 733086

Cm@w.rans - Tech..logicalLimitsto
Size and Apprai8aZ of StructuralDe8ign
Informationand Proceduresby N. M.
Maniar and W. P. Chiang. 1971.
AD 733844
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SSC-223,CompressiveStrengthof Ship Hull
Girders- Part II - StiffenedPlates
by H. Becker, A. Colao, R.
Goldman and J. Pozerycki. 1971.
AD 733811

SSC-224, Feasibili@ Studyof GlassReinforced
PlasticcargoShipby R. J. Scott
and J. H. Sonnnella. 1971.
AD 735113

SSC-225,StructuralAnalysisof Longitudinally
FzwnedShipsby R. Nielsen, P. Y.
Chang and L. C. Deschamps. 1972.
AD 752769

SSC-226, TxnkerLongitudinalStrengthAnalysis-
User’sManualand ComputerProgrm
by R. Nielsen, P. Y. Chang and
L. C. Deschamps. 1972.
AD 752770

SSC-22 7,TankerTransverseStrengthAnalysis-
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